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ABSTRACT Despite modern vehicles having the necessary advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS)
for autonomous operation, current implementations rely solely on sensor information from the surrounding
environment or data from smart infrastructure. However, shortcomings in current implementations and
standards around cost-effective variable latency and data rate have prevented widespread adoption of the
technology to enable autonomous operations. This paper presents a proof-of-concept (PoC) reconfigurable
design and performance of a hybrid ultra-high bands [i.e., millimetre-Wave (mmWave)-light fidelity (Li-
Fi)] fifth generation (5G) architecture for autonomous vehicular communication applications. The hybrid
multiple input multiple output (MIMO) system architecture design is mathematically modelled and pre-
sented. The reported prelim PoC validation focuses on the Li-Fi experiment and results. The proposed hybrid
system’s effectiveness was evaluated using the open-source ‘‘Model-based Autonomous Traffic Simulation’’
(MOBATSim). The simulation results of a potential Li-Fi system and a PoC prototype are presented to
demonstrate the role of the Li-Fi system in the proposed hybrid mmWave-Li-Fi 5G architecture. Three
models of LED/lamp and two models of photodiode were simulated at three different vehicle speeds to
ascertain the potential of the system. Promising results are reported at low speeds with received power
values of up to −8.39 dBm and signal-to-noise ratios of up to 29.39 dB. Practical prototype simulations
showed auspicious results including received power of −24.6 dBm to −34.12 dBm at the vehicle speeds
of 10 MPH to 30 MPH respectively. The implemented PoC Li-Fi technology component has demonstrated
the ability to transmit information with a theoretical output of 333 bits per second at 1.92 m, without the use
of any high-power processors, components, and modulation techniques. The proposed system yields high
data rates due to reconfigurable high bandwidth channels; many simultaneous multimedia mmWave-Li-Fi
connections enabled due to spatial reuse with narrow beams; and easier mmWave-Li-Fi ultra-low latency
support occasioned by smaller packet sizes. This holds a great promise for the hybrid 5G/6G mmWave-Li-
Fi autonomous vehicular communication use case and/or applications.

INDEX TERMS 6G, 5G mmWave-Li-Fi communication, autonomous vehicle, holographic, free-space
optics, hybrid MIMO beamforming, reconfigurable.

I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomously operating vehicles have been extensively
researched and developed effective 2000 [1], [2], [3]. This
has been propelled by the major advances in the active
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semiconductor devices, processor, and artificial intelligence
technologies in the past decade [3], [4]. Modern vehi-
cles incorporate many advanced driver assistance systems
(ADAS) which utilise sensors such as ultrasonic, radio
detection and ranging (RADAR), light detection and rang-
ing (LIDAR), and image recognition from camera feeds.
These devices process ever increasing amounts of data to
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be able to achieve the required levels of safe autonomous
driving. They utilize a superfluous approach that relies on
large software updates for complex mapping data delivered
over congested fourth-generation (4G) and 5G networks.
Despite the increase in the capabilities of the autonomous
functions of vehicles in the last decade, it is more appar-
ent than ever that a more connected approach – in which
data are shared effectively between vehicles and/or infras-
tructure – is needed. By conglomerating raw compute
performance and the massive amounts of information avail-
able among individual vehicles and infrastructure, a true
capability-based autonomous operation of vehicles will be
achieved [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10].

Communication standards [11], [12], [13], [14] have
been set out by organisations worldwide, such as the Third
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) to harmonise vehicle-
to-vehicle (V2V); vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I); and
vehicle-to-anything (V2X) communications standards. They
utilise cutting-edge technologies includingmmWave 5GNew
Radio (NR) to provide gigabit speeds at ultra-low latency.
IEEE 802.11p is based on Wi-Fi and is the sole standardised
implementation to be utilized in a commercial vehicle [15],
[16], [17], [18], [19], [20].

This paper aims to demonstrate how current standards
could be adapted to create a more robust co-operative hybrid
architecture, utilizing both mmWave 5G and Li-Fi [14], [15],
[16], [17], [18]. Current standards rely on technologies that
are hindered by limited range, which can be increased at the
cost of speed and latency in a typical conventional approach.
A low-cost, easy-to-implement solution to this is a Li-Fi
system that offers high speed, and low-latency connectivity
utilising the visible light spectrum. A Li-Fi-only solution
relies heavily on a line-of-sight (LoS) signal propagation and
high-powered light emitting sources and/or high sensitivity
photodiodes for a reliable transmission. However, it has a
promising potential as a stop-gap solution for sub-optimal
conditions for RF-based technologies. Hence, a hybrid
multiple input multiple output (MIMO) beamformed
mmWave-Li-Fi 5G communication is a holy grail for
autonomous vehicular communication use case and/or appli-
cations [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9].

The novelty of the proposed mmWave-Li-Fi system
revolves around (i) hybrid multimedia high data rates due to
reconfigurable high bandwidth channels; (ii) many simulta-
neous multimedia mmWave-Li-Fi connections enabled due
to spatial reuse with narrow beams; (iii) easier mmWave-Li-
Fi ultra-low latency support occasioned by smaller packet
sizes; and (iv) three operational adaptive beamformingmodes
for variable multimedia data rate and latency spanning
short- and long-range 5G/6G vehicular communication use
cases/applications.

II. EMERGING VEHICULAR COMMUNICATION USE CASES
AND APPLICATIONS
Themultidimensional objectives ofmmWave 5G radio access
technology (RAT) span higher data rates to lower latency, viz:

peak data rate, area traffic capacity, user experience data rate,
spectrum efficiency, energy efficiency, connection density,
latency, and mobility.

The emerging industry verticals for hybrid mmWave-
FSO 5G communication include thus: autonomous
automotive; critical telemedicine/e-health; energy; media and
entertainment; smart manufacturing/factory of the future. The
autonomous automotive industry is leading the way in key
requirements for the development of hybrid mmWave-FSO
5G use cases and/or applications.

The leading mmWave autonomous automotive use case
and/or application domains span thus:

• Vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2X) for traffic efficiency
(requirement: low latency but low-rate connectivity may
be sufficient)

• V2X for advanced driver assistance systems (require-
ment: low latency but modest data rate requirements for
alerting driver; High data rate if ‘‘see through’’ capabil-
ity is included)

• V2X for fully automated driving (requirement: full
automation requires Gbps data rates and millisecond
(ms) latencies)

• V2X for traffic efficiency (requirement: low latency but
low-rate connectivity may be sufficient).

III. HYBRID MILLIMETRE-WAVE-FSO 5G MIMO
BEAMFORMER ARCHITECTURE AND MODEL
A. HYBRID mmWave-FSO SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
A hybrid adaptive MIMO technique that continuously,
dynamically, seamlessly, and ubiquitously update their
real-time parametric data from the received (input) sig-
nals (Fig. 1) [5] is proposed in this paper. The generic
mmWave-FSO architecture of a hybrid broadband commu-
nication system comprises an array of multi-radio standards
sensors in tandem with multimedia tapped-delay lines and
finite impulse response filter networks [5], [6], [7].

The hybrid mmWave-Li-Fi MIMO beamformer enables
reliable, power-efficient, low-cost, and scalable over-
the-air multi-radio access technology solutions imple-
mentations. The regulated-element hybrid mmWave-Li-Fi
MIMObeamformer delivers low-component, and low-carbon
footprints; scalable; reliable; and high-gain multi-radio
beamformer architecture [5]. The proposed mmWave-Li-Fi
beamformer array of sensors contains a network of transver-
sal finite impulse response (FIR) filters, tapped-delay lines,
and an adjustable element-dependent feedback system [5].
The deterministic use case and/or application data rate and
latency requirements determine the choice of the radio com-
munication medium technology. Depending on the chosen
radio transmission and reception technology (mmWave or
Li-Fi), the noise condition of each sensor node, and the
channel state, the received input and the signal filter outputs,
selectively yield the feedback outputs [5], [6], [7]. The REF
beamformer architecture (Fig. 1) contains a mmWave-Li-Fi
MIMO bus system for selectively adapting the dynamic sys-
tem radio communication technology and noise to the optimal
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FIGURE 1. Hybrid mmWave-Li-Fi MIMO system model architecture
(a) Expanded version (b) Condensed version [5].

performance requirement of the overall hybrid linear array.
The REF architecture deterministically tracks the mmWave
channel noise source behaviour, activating the mmWave-to-
Li-Fi handover based on a variable threshold V2X data rate
(Gbps) and latency margin (ms).

B. HYBRID mmWave-Li-Fi SYSTEM MODEL ANALYSIS
The mmWave-Li-Fi adaptive beamforming method is a con-
strained optimization function of the form defined by:

minimize wTRhxxw (1)

subject to CT
hw = f h (2)

where Ch is the hybrid multimedia constraint matrix, fh,
the constrained hybrid system impulse response, and Rhxx,
the hybrid multimedia autocorrelation matrix. The sum of the
FIR filter outputs gives the output of the hybrid mmWave-Li-
Fi beamformer, yh(t)= wT xh(t). The optimumweight vector,
wopt, is obtained as follows: [5]

whopt = R−
hxxCh

(
CT
hR

−1
hxxCh

)−1
f h (3)

where the initial weight vector,wh[0]= f . The corresponding
system impulse response vector, fhir , is given by [5]:

f hir = Ch

(
CT
hCh

)−1
f (4)

The presented Regulated-Element Multimedia (REM)
mmWave-Li-Fi beamforming algorithm chooses weights to

minimize the mean square error between the beamformer
output and the reference signal using an adaptive detection of
the received signal at each multi-media sensor. The regulated
feedback system of the REM beamformer enables an optimal
noise reduction. The required FIR filter taps are 50% lower
than the conventional Frost method for a 6-dB mmWave-Li-
Fi array gain increase capability [5]. The matrix form of the
constraint functions of the REM beamformer is given by:

W


1
1
.

.

.

1

 =


f 1
f 2
.

.

.

f J

 (5)

where the weight matrix,W , is given by:

W =


w1 w2 . . . wM

wM+1 wM+2 . . . w2M
. .

. .

. .

wJM−M+1 wJM−M+2 wJM


(6)

and the hybrid mmWave-Li-Fi system impulse response, fh,
is obtained as a J -dimensional vector thus [5]:

f h =
[
f 1, f 2, . . . , f J

]T (7)

where f1 =
∑M

i=1 wi, f2 =
∑2M

i=M+1 wi, fJ =∑JM
i=JM−M+1 wi.
The noisy signals, xh(n), and the weight vector, wh, can

be derived for alternative odd and even integrated hybrid
mmWave-Li-Fi taps. The constrained hybrid mmWave-Li-Fi
system impulse response, fh, and the matrix of JM column
vectors, Ch, are utilized for the multimedia constraint formu-
lation. These parameters are obtained as follows:

xTh (n) =
[
x1 (n) x2 (n) . . . xJM (n)

]
,

wTh =
[
w1 w2 . . . wJM

]
,

f Thir =
[
f1 f2 . . . fJM

]
,

Ch =
[
c1, c2, . . ., cJ

]
.

For J FIR filter coefficients andM sensors, the entries, ci,
of the constraint matrix, C , are the column vectors of length
JMwith (i–1)M zeros followed byM ones and (J–i)M zeros.
For a 4-element uniform linear mmWave-Li-Fi array system
deploying 4 FIR filter taps. The constraint matrix, C , is given
by:

C = [c1, c2, c3, c4]

where the entries ci [i= 1 to 4 (the number of filter taps)] are
obtained as c1–c4, shown at the bottom of the next page.

The expectedmmWave-Li-Fi beamformer array output can
be formulated for three use cases, viz:
Case 1: mmWave signals are transmitted and received on

all the activated sensors.
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Case 2: mmWave and Li-Fi, the deterministic data trans-
mission distribution is a function of the data rate and
the latency requirements of the application. mmWave and
Li-Fi signals are complementarily transmitted and received
respecting the defined system performance metrics (such as
variable data rate and variable latency)
Case 3: Li-Fi signals are transmitted and received on all

the activated sensors.
The received signal vector, S(t), for the entire uniform

linear mmWave-Li-Fi array (Fig. 1) is given by:

Sr (t) =

M∑
i=1

xi (t) (8)

where the received signal at each sensor, xi (t), is given as
a function of the received desired signal, si (t), and dynamic
system noise, ni (t), thus:

xi (t) = si (t) + ni (t) (9)

Themultimedia residual noise, n′
o, is obtained as a function

of the expected (mean average) output signal of the hybrid
MIMO mmWave-Li-Fi array, E[y2(n)], the received signal at
the time of nth sample, Sr(n), and the number of sensors, M ,
thus: [5]

n′
o (n) =

Sr (n)
MM −ME

[
y2 (n)

]
(10)

Mathematically, the REM beamformer array output gain,
REMo(n), is obtained (with recourse to Fig. 1) from (1), and
(8) to (10) as: [5]

REMo (n) =
1

M2M

×

(
MM+1

(
MM−1

−1
)
wTRxxw+

M∑
i=1

xi (n)

)
(11)

Whilst (12) yields a high multimedia array gain for an
appreciable residual noise reduction, the cumulative vari-
able array signal gain reduces by M−2M as the number of
multimedia sensors increases beyond a threshold number.
This occasions an array compression phenomenon with an
increasing number of enabled active elements beyond the
threshold number. This challenge is overcome by deriving a
hybrid REM beamformer with the individual array elements
enabled for a M−2 feedback threshold factor at the time of
the received nth sample, Sr(n) [5]. The residual noise [5] of
the hybrid REM beamformer, n′

r, is estimated with recourse
to Fig. 1 and (8) to (10).

The overall output of the hybrid REM beamformer is
obtained by enabling multimedia array element-dependent
Adjustable Weight (AW) vectors. Hence, the hybrid REM
beamformer output, REMh(n), is given by:

REMh(n) =
1
M2

(
M (M − 1)E

(
y2[n]

)
+

M∑
i=1

(xri(n))

)
(12)

For the example 4-sensor mmWave-Li-Fi system with 4 FIR
taps, we assume that odd- and even-numbered MIMO sen-
sors are mmWave and Li-Fi respectively. A summary of the
weight vectors,w, for a three-mode operation can be obtained
thus:

(i)Mode 1:mmWave Data Transmission andReception
Only

W =


w1 w3 . . . wM−1

wM+1 wM+3 . . . w2M−1

. .

. .

. .

wJM−M+1 wJM−M+3 wJM−1


(13)

The corresponding impulse response, fmmWave, is thus:

fmmWave =


W1 + W3
W5 + W7
. + .

. + .

W13 + W15


(ii)Mode 2: Li-Fi Data Transmission and Reception Only

W =


w2 w4 . . . wM

wM+2 wM+4 . . . w2M
. .

. .

. .

wJM−M+2 wJM−M+4 wJM


(14)

The corresponding impulse response, fLi−Fi, is thus:

f Li−Fi =


W2 + W4
W6 + W8
. + .

. + .

W14 + W16



c1 =
[
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

]
c2 =

[
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

]
c3 =

[
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

]
c4 =

[
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

]
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(iii) Mode 3: Simultaneous Hybrid mmWave-Li-Fi
Connectivity

W =


w1 w2 . . . wM

wM+1 wM+2 . . . w2M
. .

. .

. .

wJM−M+1 wJM−M+2 wJM


(15)

The corresponding hybrid multimedia impulse response,
fh, is thus:

f1 =

M∑
i=1

wi; f2 =

2M∑
i=M+1

wi; fJ =

JM∑
i=JM−M+1

wi

IV. SYSTEM METHODOLOGY AND SIMULATION
This section explores the potential performance and feasi-
bility of the Li-Fi system in the proposed hybrid mmWave-
Li-Fi connectivity architecture. The presented Li-Fi system
simulation is based on the indoor optical wireless line-of-
sight (LoS) propagation model [5]. This model calculated the
power received and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to compare
the different light emitting sources. The model is ideal and
assumes no attenuation effects due to environmental and
atmospheric conditions.

PReceived = PTX ×H (16)

where PReceived = Power Received in Watt; PTX = Output
power of the LED in Watts; and H = DC Channel Gain and
given by:

H =
A (m+ 1)

2πd2
cosm1 (φ)T s (9) g (9) cos (9)) (17)

where A = Active Photodiode Area (m2); m = Lambert’s
Mode; d = Diameter of the Photodiode (m); φ = Semi-angle
at Half Power-irradiance (deg); and 9 = Incident Angle to
the Photodetector (deg).

SNR =

(
R2

×
(
P × 10−6

)2)
Bit Rate× Noise Spectral Density

(18)

where R= Photodiode Responsivity (AW−1); and P= Power
Received in Watt.

Two models (Table 1) of photodiode were simulated at a
range of vehicle speeds to determine the overall performance
of the light emission sources being tested (Table 2) for a
MIMO Li-Fi implementation consideration.

To calculate the distance between the transmitters and
receivers at a given vehicle speed in the simulation, it is
assumed that the 2-second gap rule is followed as set out by
UK guidelines on road safety [36].

A Proof-of-Concept (PoC) prototype was created to anal-
yse the practical range of the system and to demonstrate the
feasibility of the role of Li-Fi in the hybrid system. This
prototype was tested with three types of light emitting sources
(Table 3 & Figs. 2 and 3).

TABLE 1. Photodiode parameters for Li-Fi system simulation.

TABLE 2. Light emitting source parameters for Li-Fi system simulation.

TABLE 3. Light emitting source parameters for proof-of-concept
prototype.

FIGURE 2. PoC prototype testing QASIM QA-TL0210-7443-W.

The PoC system consists of one transmitter and one
receiver as the bare minimum to demonstrate the system’s
capability. Both units utilise the Arduino Uno which is a
development board based on the ATMEGA328P microcon-
troller. Although the overall hybrid architecture will have
to utilise a much higher power processor, the Arduino
Uno was chosen solely on cost and ease of develop-
ment. The transmitter unit utilises a HC-05 Bluetooth mod-
ule to establish a connection with a Bluetooth On-Board
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FIGURE 3. PoC prototype testing NICHIA NSDW570GS-K1.

Diagnostics II (OBDII) reader to retrieve and interpret data
from a live controller area network (CAN) bus system in
a vehicle. CAN bus is a serial communication message
broadcast system that interfaces several systems and micro-
controllers together to create a cohesive and reliable serial
communication system for microcontrollers found in mod-
ern vehicles responsible for the fundamental operation of
the vehicles systems. Rather than sending specific messages
between nodes on the network, the CAN bus system relies
on broadcasting messages to all nodes at a maximum rate
of 1 Mbps according to the ISO-11898 standard [37].

FIGURE 4. Generic CAN bus topology [37].

The CAN bus standard includes specifications for OBDII
which is a defined standard for retrieving diagnostic infor-
mation from vehicles. These data include, but are not lim-
ited to, vehicle speed, engine revolutions per minute (RPM),
and throttle position. These are values which can be used
to determine whether the vehicle is in motion and whether
it is accelerating but cannot be used to deduce current or
predicted vehicle motion and positioning, as this data is not
considered diagnostic data and is therefore obfuscated behind
manufacturer specific implementations of various systems.

I2C displays are utilised to display the data being transmit-
ted and received on each unit respectively. The open-source

library ‘‘ELMDuino’’ [21] is used to send the correct CAN
messages to retrieve specific diagnostic data from the OBDII
port on the transmitter. The data retrieved via the OBDII port
is saved as a string, before being converted into an 8-bit binary
value and transmitted via a software-defined serial bus to the
light emitting source. This data is received as an analogue
light reading from the photodiode in the receiver and com-
pared with a threshold light level to determine whether the
received bit is a ‘‘1’’ or ‘‘0.’’ The received binary string is
then converted into a float value and displayed. The analogue
threshold light level can be converted into lux by converting
the analogue reading into voltage; the photocurrent can be
deduced and compared with the photocurrent-illuminance
profile for the photodiode (provided in the manufacturer’s
datasheet). The length of the binary string is assumed on the
receiver with a short delay in between transmission strings to
denote the end of transmission periods.

V. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS AND ANALYSIS
A. CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE SIMULATION OF
THE Li-Fi SYSTEM
The major control variable is the light emitting source used in
the simulations and the parameters are based on commercial
products. Two models of photodiode were also simulated
(Figs. 6 and 7). The ‘‘practical photodiode’’ is the component
utilized in the PoC; and the ‘‘ideal photodiode’’ is a commer-
cially available component with ideal parameters. The dis-
tance between the transmitters and the receivers is determined
at a range of vehicle speeds. This is utilized to create a profile
of the simulated components. The components chosen for the
simulation are used mainly to demonstrate the relationships
between the output power, and the distance. The target signal
level is at 15 dBm (minimum, suitable for Mode 2 operation)
and 25 dBm (suitable for Mode 3 operation) for a reliable sig-
nal. For a variable mmWave-Li-Fi 5G transceiver, the active
semiconductor devices process technologies and subsystem
design topology determine the receiver sensitivity [22], [23],
[24], [25], [26], [27], [28].

B. CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE PROOF-OF-CONCEPT
PROTOTYPE Li-Fi SYSTEM
The PoC system was constructed and tested using different
LED-based Li-Fi systems at different vehicle speeds. The
major control variable in the testing of the PoC is the light
emitting source. The results for each light emitting source
were tested thrice and averaged to produce the final perfor-
mance metrics. A halogen bulb was utilized solely to demon-
strate the importance of using the LED technology for the
Li-Fi communication. The YOLVINUOH7 prototype perfor-
mance metrics are significantly influenced by the power sup-
ply output limitation. Moreover, the ideal photodiode could
not be obtained for testing due to budget constraints. The
results recorded were achieved within a 1-hour time frame on
the day of testing to ensure minimum variance in background
light and weather conditions. The transmitter was connected
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to a live CAN Bus system via a Bluetooth OBDII Reader
plugged into the OBDII port, standard on most vehicles post
1996 [37]. The Bluetooth OBDII reader was paired with the
HC-05 modules connected to the hardware serial port on the
transmitter. The distance between the transmitter and receiver
was then gradually increased in 10 mm increments until the
receiver could no longer interpret the sent data from the
transmitter.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. RESULTS OF SIMULATED Li-Fi SYSTEM
The practical photodiode (Figs. 4 and 5) must overcome
the poor SNR for an appreciable V2X data communication
link performance [29], [30], [31]. Considering the best-case
scenario, the 36-W YOLVINUO H7 with the vehicle trav-
elling at 10 MPH, the received power at the receiver is not
in a range that can be deemed suitable for V2V communi-
cation. This means that when it comes to the commercial
implementation of the hybrid system, the implemented and
presented photodiode will require an increase in sensitivity
and active surface area [30], [31]. Otherwise, the system will
only be suitable for short-range communications when the
vehicles are close to each other or stationary; this places a
higher reliance on Mode 1 and Mode 3 modes of operation,
diminishing the intended use case of the hybrid system. Thus,
a higher power light emission source should be considered to
maximize the distance the signal can be transmitted, without

FIGURE 5. Received power for practical photodiode.

FIGURE 6. Signal to noise ratio for a practical photodiode.

FIGURE 7. Received power for an ideal photodiode.

reliance onMode 1 and 2 in the hybrid architecture. However,
the ideal photodiode can receive the same power levels of
the simulated test signal at a better suited power and SNR
value. The results reveal that only the YOLVINUO H7 can
maintain a feasible SNR response. This means that, in theory,
the proposed hybrid system could feasibly employ the use
of Modes 2 and 3 operations to allow for more robust and
reliable communication. In practice, the Li-Fi component
still lacks favourable transmission speeds to be considered
practical in these modes.

B. RESULTS OF THE PROOF-OF-CONCEPT Li-Fi SYSTEM
The PoC results (Figs. 9 and 10) successfully demon-
strate the relationship between power and distance, and that
increasing the output power of the transmitter results in
longer transmission distances without data loss (within the
limitations of the practical prototype). However, both the
NICHIA NSDW570GS-K1 and the QASIM QA-TL0210-
7443-W bulbs are limited to a maximum transfer rate of 2 bits
per second (bps). This is well below the targeted data rate
of 1 Mbps due to the limitations of the development board.
The observed bitrates from the preliminary testing and PoC
indicate that the bottleneck in transmission speed is caused by
the lack of processing power. Theoretically, as the distance
decreases, the maximum achievable data rate should have
been closer to at least the results achieved in the preliminary

FIGURE 8. Signal to noise ratio for an ideal photodiode.
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TABLE 4. Comparison of results with the previous studies.

FIGURE 9. Measured maximum distance at different illuminance
threshold levels. (No data labels shown for BOSCH 1987301079,
all values are 0).

testing. However, this was not the case – the preliminary
testing also yielded the same response.

C. PATH FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF PROOF-OF-
CONCEPT Li-Fi SYSTEM FOR FULL INTEGRATION INTO
A HYBRID mmWave-Li-Fi ARCHITECTURE
The results from the simulation and PoC system (Fig. 9)
demonstrate that the current implementation is unfeasible in
its current state and that a more robust PoC must be made
to demonstrate more favourable and realistic results before

further practical implementation. The main limitation of the
PoCwas the Arduino Uno (in the transmitter unit) with only a
single serial port available. This was utilized to communicate
with the vehicle CAN bus via the Bluetooth OBDII reader
at the maximum achievable bitrate via the HC-05 Bluetooth
module. As the hardware serial port was occupied, the Li-Fi
signal was transmitted over software serial through the digital
output pins. Thus, a limitation by the clock speed and process-
ing power of the microcontroller was encountered, hindering
maximum achievable bitrate during the transmission. In the
receiver, the same limitations with clock speed and process-
ing power were observed - though to a lesser degree than
demonstrated on the transmitter. The receiver unit had less
performance overheads compared with the transmitter (which
enabled the maximum downlink rate of 333 bits achieved in
the prelim testing). These limitations prevented the receiver
unit from achieving the targeted real-time bitrate of 1 Mbps.
Moreover, utilizing a development board with a minimum
of three hardware serial ports [for a minimum single input
single output (SISO)], and a more powerful processor would
boost the data rate of the Li-Fi system. For our future PoC
system design, a higher power development board and/or a
field programmable gate array (FPGA) development kit will
be more suitable for the application. This would allow for
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a low-latency and deterministic hardware-in-the-loop imple-
mentation and validation of the proposed hybrid architec-
ture. The FPGA would potentially provide more efficient
processing power capability. This would also enable the use
of a MIMO architecture type to achieve increased perfor-
mance metrics by utilising multiple RF/mmWave nodes for
non-LOS communication. Moreover, an advanced powerful
processor or FPGA would allow for advanced modulation
schemes (such as quadrature amplitude modulation) to be
deployed. The implementation of techniques including clock
synchronization and error correction algorithms would fur-
ther improve the reliability of transmission by reducing the
bit error rate. Deploying reconfigurable MIMO antenna fron-
tend subsystems would increase the data throughput [19].
An industry-grade commercial implementation of the pro-
posed hybrid mmWave-Li-Fi system requires a direct link to
the vehicles’ CAN bus system with a manufacturer-specific
integration. This would allow access and control of a larger
range of data and systems than just the standard diagnostic
data. Thus, enabling higher levels of autonomous operation
for vehicles. It has been demonstrated in the simulations of
the Li-Fi system that using the LED technology demonstrated
in the simulations and PoC is unfeasible. A purpose-made
unit would have to be designed, potentially employing the
use of light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation
(LASER) technology or high-power LEDs. This will still
adhere to the current legislation(s) governing headlights on
vehicles to ensure the safety of other road users. The poten-
tial use of alternative active semiconductors devices process
technologies for the photodetector is worthy of consideration.

In the proposed hybrid architecture, fuzzification and
defuzzification can play a role in switching logic for the pro-
posed operatingmodes. By being able to substantiatemultiple
variables from the respective transmitters and receivers, the
optimal operating modes can be selected on combination of
multiple variables rather than just comparing single values.
By comparing values from the transceivers to the 5G per-
formance metrics for ultra-reliable and low-latency commu-
nication (URLLC), the most optimum mode of transmission
can be deduced even when the conditions or values for any
given mode of transmission are not optimal. In this paper,
a low-latency deterministic switching mode is adopted using
the parallel IP logic blocks of the FPGA. The signal reaching
the hybrid MIMO mmWave-Li-Fi system is received and
processed within its relevant transceiver chain. Hence, both
bipolar complex signals and unipolar real-valued waveforms
are accommodated.

The sufficient proof-of-concept demonstration reported
in this paper revolves around the three-mode mmWave-Li-
Fi system architecture design and the mathematical model
development. The authors have included a simulated vali-
dated truth table (Table 5) for the role of switching between
the modes using a FPGA. FPGA devices support both func-
tional and timing simulations. For n number of MIMO
mmWave and Li-Fi inputs, there is a corresponding 2n num-
ber of test vectors to be generated and used for the system

FIGURE 10. Preliminary and PoC achieved bitrate.

simulation. This was implemented to accommodate the
functional and timing simulations of two identical MIMO
transceivers. The reported designed digital circuits were sim-
ulated using the Quartus II Simulator.

In a functional simulation, it is assumed that the logic
blocks/elements and interconnects within the FPGA fabric
are perfect with no signal propagation delays. It is mostly
used to ascertain the functional integrity of a circuit at the
design stage. It has a low latency since the simulation uses
the logic expressions that characterise the digital circuit. The
timing simulation takes the signal propagation through the
circuit into consideration; it tests the fitter circuit to authenti-
cate its functional correctness and timing.

The logic sequence is described below:

• output: y = 1 (Transmit/Receive Data; Transmitter (Tx)
/ Receiver (Rx) On for mmWave / Li-Fi; [Data Rate,
Latency] = [Low / High, Low / High]);

• inputs:
◦ x3 = 1 (Data Transmission Request Detected or

favourable channel conditions);
◦ x1 = 1 (Transmit data using mmWave 5G);
◦ x2 = 0 (Tx/Rx Shutdown).

• The mmWave MIMO Transceiver should transmit data
when unfavourable channel conditions are detected for
Li-Fi (low-to-high data rate and low-to-medium latency;
x1 = 1; x2 = 0; x3 = 0)

• The Li-Fi MIMOTransceiver should transmit data when
favourable channel conditions are detected for Li-Fi
(high data rate and low latency; x1 = 0; x2 = 0;
x3 = 1)

• The hybrid mmWave-Li-Fi MIMO transceiver should
transmit data when unfavourable (using mmWave) or
favourable channel (using Li-Fi) conditions are detected
for Li-Fi (low-to-high data rate and low-to-medium
latency; x1 = 1; x2 = 0; x3 = 1).

The truth table (Table 5) indicates that the hybrid MIMO
mmWave-Li-Fi system has a 50% probability for both
mmWave and Li-Fi channels to transmit/receive data. Hence,
we can enable asynchronous data transmission for vari-
able data rate and latency requirements for autonomous
vehicular communication applications. This would support
meshed massive IoTs applications for long-range energy- and
spectrum-efficient autonomous V2X connectivity.
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TABLE 5. Truth table for the digital hybrid mmWave-Li-Fi switching
modes.

FIGURE 11. A schematic design of the three-input hybrid MIMO
mmWave-Li-Fi switching modes.

Furthermore, the security of data transmission is another
issue that must be investigated in our future work. Due to the
nature of the data being transmitted and the role it plays in
the fundamental critical systems of vehicles, it is an important
point to consider. The conventional notion that Li-Fi is inher-
ently secure due to the nature of the mode of transmission
cannot be transferred to the use case(s) proposed in this paper.
Because of this, the data signal must be secured by other
means, such as encryption. Standards have been set out for
the implementation of security features at both the physical
and data link layer in visible light communication, such as
ITU-TG.9991, IEEE P802.15.7 and IEEE802.11 bb [38].

D. SIMULATION FOR ANALYSIS OF EFFECTIVENESS OF
HYBRID mmWave-Li-Fi ARCHITECTURE
MOBATSim is an open-source autonomous traffic simula-
tion framework which can be used to analyse the safety of
the proposed system [10]. In its default configuration, the
framework assumes all vehicles have a perfect radar system
and utilizes advanced cruise control systems for autonomous
operation. The framework employs an ideal V2X vehicular
communication system which can be adapted to simulate
the hybrid system proposed. The V2X model implemented
allows the individual vehicles to anticipate traffic from other
vehicles and choose an optimal route. The implemented
autonomous intersection management system only works for
4-way intersections. The implementation is based on different
‘‘controlled zones’’ where the electronic travel authorization
(ETA) to respective zones is used to assign priority to vehicles
entering the intersection. This could be adapted to deter-
mine an optimal priority for other junction types including
T-junctions and roundabouts.

The hybrid mmWave-Li-Fi vehicular communication sim-
ulation parameters for use in the MOBATSim are thus:
vehicle position; rotation angles; vehicle size; environmental

information; vehicle speed; vehicle starting and destination
points; path plans; inter-vehicular distance; city map as a
diagraph; front and leader vehicular distances.

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has demonstrated that a hybrid MIMO
mmWave-Li-Fi architecture could be feasible with con-
tinued development. A multimedia adaptive beamformer
system architecture and a mathematical model have been
presented. The practical system demonstrated utilized com-
mercially available components and relatively less computa-
tionally intensive implementation techniques. Ultimately, the
basis for a hybrid architecture has been set out and the
next steps for development are clear. An increase in power
is required for the light emitting source besides optimis-
ing the computational overhead. The discussed computa-
tional power required for the proposed hybrid multimedia
mmWave-Li-Fi can be reduced by 50 % within the exist-
ing mm-Wave 5G communication infrastructure and/or net-
work. For mmWave-only and Li-Fi only connectivity, the
Regulated-Element Multimedia algorithm achieves variable
data rate and latency with 50 % less filter weight vectors. The
hybrid MIMO mmWave-Li-Fi system has a 50% probability
for both mmWave and Li-Fi channels to transmit/receive
data respecting the channel conditions. Besides achieving a
low-carbon footprint and spectrum-efficient implementation,
system reliability is boosted by deploying a dynamic hybrid
mmWave-Li-Fi architecture for V2V/V2X communication
ecosystem.
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